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Abstract—Entrepreneurship is an important aspect of the U.S. and global economy. As such, developing an entrepreneurial mindset is crucial for both engineering students and practicing engineers. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the role of online discussions, as a pedagogical approach, in the development of the entrepreneurial mindset. Online discussions prompts were developed using the Kern Engineering Entrepreneurial Network (KEEN) framework as a guide. The KEEN framework proposes an entrepreneurial mindset can be fostered in students by stimulating curiosity, strengthening connections, and creating value. This paper describes the methodology and rationale that served as the foundation for this exploratory study. Examples are provided for online discussion prompts developed and administered in two different environmental engineering undergraduate courses: Introduction to Environmental Engineering (three credit, undergraduate, online course offered during two different summer sessions) and Seminar in Environmental Engineering (one credit, undergraduate level, face-to-face course offered during one semester). Quantitative and qualitative methods were used to analyze and assess potential impacts of online discussion prompt use. The findings provide lessons learned for integrating the KEEN framework into undergraduate engineering courses through online discussions.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation for the case study

The entrepreneurial mindset has been characterized as a “growth-oriented perspective through which individuals promote flexibility, creativity, continuous innovation, and renewal” [1]. Not only is the entrepreneurial mindset beneficial for establishing new companies, it is also essential to the vitality and growth of existing firms and or-
ganizations to foster competitiveness and survival. In recent years, promoting an entrepreneur mindset in students has received acceptance and praise within the engineering education community [2-4]. In this domain, it is increasingly acknowledged that engineers need to improve upon, design and innovate new products and services with emphasis on the value to users, as opposed to the traditional engineering concepts associated with technical and functional performance features [5, 6]. This is true whether they choose to work in startups or existing organizations. Engineering students themselves also recognize the potential value of entrepreneurship knowledge to their career prospects and choices [7, 8]. Given these realities, engineering faculty and administrators are placing a greater focus on disseminating resources to assist engineering faculty in fostering the entrepreneurial mindset into existing engineering courses [9, 10].

1.2 Importance of stakeholder feedback

In spring 2015, the authors conducted exploratory research to understand the potential needs and benefits associated with fostering an entrepreneurial mindset among engineering students. The authors developed a survey and collected data from industry representatives (n = 19), engineering faculty (n = 21), and engineering students (n = 363). The survey asked participants to reflect on the different categories of entrepreneurially-minded skills being sought by employers. In addition, the survey asked participants to consider what categories of entrepreneurially-minded skill development should be offered in engineering classrooms. A student focus group was also conducted with seven undergraduate engineering students with the overall goal to assess interest and awareness related to entrepreneurship skills and the entrepreneurial mindset, while also identifying challenges to engaging students in associated extra-curricular activities and events. Results from the survey and focus group highlighted the need to incorporate mindset activities at every level of the engineering curriculum, not just senior design courses [11, 12].

There are many different formats, pedagogical approaches, and opportunity for engineering students to seek out entrepreneurial skillsets, such as:

- Capstone design courses
- Design-based “traditional” engineering courses
- Entrepreneurially-focused extra-curricular activities
- Enrolling in minors or badge programs with an entrepreneurship and/or innovation emphasis

However, from a faculty perspective, some engineering educators find it difficult to add yet another topic into rigorous and content-filled engineering courses. In response, a group of faculty decided to conduct an exploratory approach to determine a pedagogical approach to optimize teaching effectiveness and efficiency related to incorporating the entrepreneurial mindset into traditional engineering courses. Online discussions were chosen as the faculty group believed this pedagogical approach provided an ideal start for incorporating the entrepreneurial mindset into undergraduate engineering curriculum; regardless of whether the course is online or face-to-face, online discussions...
offer ease in implementation without taking away from the rigor associated with engineering content.

1.3 Research objectives

This case study offers engineering educators insight into one approach for incorporating the entrepreneurial mindset into the engineering classroom with limited disruption to in-class lecture and activities. The objectives of this paper are twofold. First, the paper will provide examples of discussion prompts deployed in two different environmental engineering classrooms, including lessons learned and engineering educator tips for deploying online discussions. Second, the paper will describe evaluation techniques used in an attempt to assess student learning, including student self-reported perceptions related to student learning inside and outside the classroom, and student self-reported perceptions related to components of the entrepreneurial mindset. The study will be guided by the following research questions:

- What is the role of online discussions, as a pedagogical approach, in the development of the entrepreneurial mindset?
- How can student learning be assessed to evaluate the effectiveness of online discussions developed within the context of the entrepreneurial mindset?

The overall intent is to show how discussion prompts can be used as a tool to promote practice and development of the entrepreneurial mindset. The next section, Background, will provide an overview of innovation and entrepreneurship frameworks. The Methods section will describe the two environmental engineering courses impacted, the discussion prompts developed and deployed, and an explanation of the analysis methods. The Analysis and Results section will provide a summary of the results, including both quantitative and qualitative findings. The Discussion and Implications section will provide major project takeaways with particular emphasis on the relevance and importance for engineering education, and recommendations for future classroom implementations. The final section, Conclusions and Future Work, will provide a holistic perspective of the manuscript, stating limitations, highlighting the motivation, and suggesting recommendations or future research.

2 Background

2.1 Overview of Innovation and Entrepreneurship Frameworks [13]

We drew on several existing innovation and entrepreneurship frameworks that address the behaviors, characteristics, skills, or attributes associated with the entrepreneurial mindset. Considering the insights offered through von Brocke et al. [14], it is important to note that the authors focused on frameworks commonly used by entrepreneurship engineering educators in the United States.
The KEEN (Kern Entrepreneurial Engineering Network) framework [15] takes an anecdotal approach and proposes what are referred to as the 3C’s of the entrepreneurial mindset:

- Curiosity (demonstrating constant curiosity about our changing world and exploring a contrarian view of accepted solutions)
- Connections (integrating information from many sources to gain insight, as well as assessing and managing risk)
- Creating Value (identifying unexpected opportunities to create extraordinary value, persist through and learn from failure)

The Entrepreneurial Orientation framework [16, 17] was the result of empirical research identifying pro-activeness, [calculated] risk-taking, and innovativeness as three critical characteristics for entrepreneurial mindsets. The Innovator’s DNA, which resulted from a six-year study of entrepreneurs and executives [18], suggested that innovative entrepreneurs exhibit skills including associating, questioning, observing, experimenting, and networking. The book, “Teaching Entrepreneurship: A Practice Based Approach” [19], drew from years of experience training entrepreneurship educators and anecdotal evidence to posit that entrepreneurial orientation stems from practicing empathy, play, reflection, experimentation, and creation. Finally, the Entrepreneurial Strengthsfinder, which emerged from Gallup research [20], found that personality traits, including independent, creative thinker, promoter, knowledge-seeker, determination, confidence, risk-taker, relationship-builder, business focus, and delegator, were drivers of successful entrepreneurs.

These frameworks are summarized in Figure 1, which is toned in color to show the similarities across the frameworks. For example, KEEN’s notion of Curiosity is conceptually similar to Pro-Activeness (from Entrepreneurial Orientation), Questioning
2.2 Introduction to the KEEN framework

The Kern Entrepreneurial Engineering Network (KEEN), an education-focused program, was developed with support from the Kern Family Foundation. KEEN is a group of about forty U.S. universities and includes hundreds of engineering faculty, with a mission as follows: “We are a national partnership of universities with the shared mission to graduate engineers with an entrepreneurial mindset so they can create personal, economic, and societal value through a lifetime of meaningful work.” The KEEN framework is a guide which can be used to curate entrepreneurial minded learning curriculum for undergraduate engineering students. The intent of the framework is to develop student behaviors and attributes which focus more on preparing students to think and design strategically, rather than simply participating in society and the workforce as an “obedient engineer”.

Several educational research investigations have explored the role of the KEEN framework. Huerta and colleagues [21] used introductory engineering design artifacts and written student reflections to conduct a thematic analysis; the findings revealed student awareness, intention and action towards facets related to the entrepreneurial mindset. A different study focused on humanities courses (at a primarily engineering university), integrating the KEEN student outcomes through the development of case studies and inquiry related to real-world engineering applications, to assist students in answering the age old question – when will I ever use this? Liu and authors [22] incorporated the KEEN framework into upper-level mechanical engineering courses including Mechatronics, Heat Transfer, and Fluid Mechanics; the results provide evidence and demonstration of behaviors associated with the entrepreneurial mindset when students participate in the three-course scaffold entrepreneurially-minded problem-based learning experience. Although, these efforts have proven fruitful, limited research has focused on integrating the entrepreneurial mindset through online discussions.

3 Methods

3.1 Participants, courses, and discussion prompt development

The project deployment was conducted at a medium-sized, private, inner city university in the Midwest region of the United States. Online discussion prompts, which focused on developing curiosity, connections and creating value, were developed and deployed in two different environmental engineering courses. The discussion prompts were developed to incorporate the KEEN framework. In particular, specific attention was given to promote building interest in technical topic areas, developing an entrepreneurial mindset in students, and improving learning general course learning outcomes.
This remainder of this section describes the details associated with the development and deployment of the discussion prompts. In both courses, participation in the discussion prompts was compulsory in that it counted towards the course grade.

Table 1 provides example discussion prompts developed for Introduction to Environmental Engineering. The course, offered as a 3-credit class, provides a vital yet fundamental foundation for understanding and evaluating the environment and related design systems with consideration for environmental quality control. The courses was delivered during two different 8-week summer sessions (2015 & 2016) using the online learning management system, D2L. This course is mandatory for all engineering undergraduates enrolled in the civil engineering bachelor’s degree. The faculty member developed the prompts, in collaboration with an instructional designer, by incorporating the KEEN 3C’s into common topics in environmental engineering, finding opportunities to focus on stimulating curiosity, strengthening connections, and creating value. The same faculty member instructed both undergraduate sessions; in total, twelve students enrolled in the class and participated in the discussions. The course enrollment numbers are typical for this course at this institution.

Table 1. Example Discussion Prompts: Introduction to Environmental Engineering [13]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Water Resources &amp; Pollutants:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are we actually running out of water or not? Take a stand and support it with explanations regarding quantity, quality, and potential stressors. Pick one of the following proposals about alternative sources of fresh water and argue in support of or against the proposal. Be sure to do some research (online or otherwise) to gather related information and viewpoints. Describe the information and potential implications of your position. Additionally, address the concerns of those who take alternate positions and suggest potentially acceptable alternatives.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Investors propose to tow icebergs to the Middle East for use as drinking water supplies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The City of Waukesha proposes to pipe water from Lake Michigan to augment groundwater sources in the drinking water system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The county legislature in Texas proposes to use reclaimed water (treated wastewater) to irrigate cotton and corn fields</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Citizens in Colorado propose to use rain barrels for outdoor watering purposes (e.g., lawns, flowers, car washing)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Water Treatment: Make the case that tap water or bottled water is a better choice based on safety, taste, economics and convenience of each. To inform your discussion, take a look online for information about tap water treatment and cost and look at the labels of a couple different brands of bottled water to find out where the water comes from and how it is treated.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Wastewater Treatment: (1) Antibiotics, endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs), pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PCPs), and nanoparticles are considered emerging problems in wastewater treatment. Take a position about whether or not any or all of these are a problem. Describe what is currently being done about them, if anything. (2) Based on your understanding of these issues, do you think measures should be taken to keep them out of water environments in the first place? If so, what would you recommend? Do you think there should be greater focus on removing them from wastewater? If so, what kinds of things do you think should be done? Is this much ado about nothing?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 showcases examples discussion prompts developed for the Seminar in Environmental Engineering, a one-credit course delivered in a face-to-face classroom, supplemented with online discussions using the D2L learning management system. The course was deployed during the fall 2016 semester. This course featured guest speakers addressing topics such as water and wastewater treatment, storm water management and urban hydrology, air pollution, and hazardous waste management. It was a pass-or-fail class using a “satisfactory” or “unsatisfactory” grading basis. Again, the faculty...
member developed the prompts by incorporating the KEEN 3C’s into common topics in environmental engineering, finding opportunities to focus on promoting curiosity, encouraging connections, and creating value. Each discussion session took place for one week, requiring students to upload an initial post and a response post (responding to a peer’s initial post). Students were given a grading rubric identifying expectations associated with uploading both the initial post and response post. In total, five students enrolled in the class and participated in the discussions. The course enrollment numbers are typical for this course at this institution.

Table 2. Example Discussion Prompts: Seminar in Environmental Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Triclosan:</strong> The speaker presented his research on removing triclosan from wastewater using biochar as an innovative adsorbent. He mentioned that the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) recently banned the use of triclosan in soap products (effective in 2017). Do you think that micropollutants should be banned in all products? Why or why not? Please consider the advantages and disadvantages of these chemicals in products, people, and the environment in your responses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Biosolids:</strong> The solids generated during wastewater treatment contain the solid material removed during the processes. They also have a lot of organic content, which makes them perfect for anaerobic digestion, where methane can be produced while the solids are stabilized for ultimate disposal. The final solids also can contain valuable resources such as nutrients or harmful things such as metals or pathogens. In the US, biosolids are regulated for land application under EPA Rule 503, which focuses on metal and pathogen content (<a href="https://www.epa.gov/biosolids/frequent-questions-about-biosolids">https://www.epa.gov/biosolids/frequent-questions-about-biosolids</a>). In some countries, e.g., many parts of Europe, biosolids can’t be land applied, and are instead incinerated or landfilled. How do you feel about the use of biosolids for land application? Furthermore, how do you feel about biosolids-derived products such as the struvite that the speakers talked about removing? Does it have value as a fertilizer and do regulations need to shift to address this? Do you generally feel that regulations reflect the current times or do they lag behind or lead into the future?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Holistic Approach:</strong> &quot;Be comfortable with being uncomfortable.&quot; This is a sentiment that the Dean promotes in her vision for engineering. The speaker echoed this in his advice at the end of the talk. Reflect on this sentiment. Do you agree or disagree? What does it mean to you? It the case of the Kinnickinnic River Watershed restoration project, one aspect of this &quot;working outside your comfort zone&quot; approach was to work with people/agencies/groups who you don't typically work with to take a more holistic approach to engineering projects. How can you enhance your ability to do this in your professional career? What changes in engineering curriculum would facilitate this approach?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Description of assessment methods [13]

The open-ended questions and the first two scale questions explored student perceptions related to learning outcomes. The latter four scale questions explore student perceptions related to the entrepreneurial mindset, as defined not only by the KEEN framework but also by other typically recognized frameworks. For example, “Formulating questions and generating own inquiries” is similar to the Innovator’s DNA [18] Questioning and Associating, the Knowledge-seeker attribute of the Entrepreneurial Strengthsfinder [20], the Reflection aspect of the “Teaching Entrepreneurship: A Practice Based Approach” [19], and promoting Curiosity within the KEEN framework. As
another example, “Exploring alternatives” is similar to Experimenting in the Innovator’s DNA [18] and “Teaching Entrepreneurship: A Practice Based Approach” [19], as well as promoting Curiosity in the KEEN framework. Yet, another example, “Encouraging and understanding diverse perspectives” is comparable to Empathy in “Teaching Entrepreneurship: A Practice Based Approach” [19] and encouraging Connections in the KEEN framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open-Ended Questions (Both Pre- and Post-Assessment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Identify the top three factors that are most important for student learning and success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Blended learning occurs when a student learns at least in part through digital and online engagement with some element of student control over time, place, path, or pace. What is your perception of blended learning in comparison to face-to-face learning?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How might you further your skills/knowledge after this class is over?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scaled Comparison (Only Post-Assessment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In comparison to other courses, how much has your coursework in this course emphasized the following? (5 = Very Much; 1 = Not at All)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Applying learning in new contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Learning beyond the curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Formulating questions and generating own inquiries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Exploring alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Encouraging diverse perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Understanding diverse perspectives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. IRB Approved Pre- and Post-Survey [13]

3.3 Introduction to case study analysis

A pre- and post- survey was developed by the researchers, approved by the Institutional Review Board, and administered to participants to investigate the research question. A summary of the pre- and post-survey is provided in Figure 2. Through an exploratory case study research design approach, the researchers examined all data sources in an attempt to understand the phenomenon under investigation; a benefit of case study approach is that investigators and researchers are able to obtain a holistic understanding of the phenomenon being considered as a result of multiple data sources [6, 23-25]. For this study, the surveys assisted researchers with developing a greater awareness of participant’s behaviors, skills, and intentions towards the entrepreneurial mindset.
4 Analysis and Results

4.1 Qualitative analysis of open-ended questions (Pre- and Post-Surveys)

Results for the qualitative open-ended questions are presented here. Question 1 asked participants to identify factors important for student success and learning. Several responses were common for both the pre- and post-survey. Example responses include course schedule, student study habits, and teacher effectiveness. In general, participant responses offered limited change from pre- to post-survey.

Question 2 asked participants to share their perceptions of blended learning (online components AND face-to-face interactions) in contrast to face-to-face learning. In comparing pre- to post-survey results, the participant responses were substantially different. In the pre-survey, only 15% of the students stated that they preferred blending learning over face-to-face learning. However, in the post-survey, 50% of the students preferred blended learning over face-to-face learning. This large percentage increase implies that students perceive blended learning (integrating online discussions into the face-to-face classroom) as a worthwhile pedagogical approach for students to meet learning objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Example Pre- and Post-Survey Responses [13]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Example Pre-Survey Responses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “I might review the lecture notes and read related books.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “Ensuring that I read through the chapter and possibly do extra problems to get more practice.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “Office hours with the teacher. Outside the realm of the teacher, I would go to a library to understand concepts.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Example Post-Survey Responses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “Continue to keep up with current events involving Environmental Chemistry and its systems.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “Read more news articles on science as opposed to sports.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “Continue to keep up with the latest research and development in wastewater and drinking water treatment.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question 3 asks participants to consider how they might further their knowledge and skill development outside the classroom upon completion of the course. In comparing pre- to post-survey results, the participant responses were substantially different, as shown in Table 3. In the pre-survey, participant responses focused on resources which were either provided by the faculty instructor or offered within the university. Yet, in the post-survey, participant responses focused on the individual’s capacity to keep up with real-world events, news, trends, and research to further develop their skills and knowledge. This change in perspective implies that online discussions offer students lifelong learning skills re-enforcing their ability to further improve their skills outside the classroom, with limited support from instructors and the university.

4.2 Quantitative analysis of scaled survey [13]

Table 4 provides the quantitative post-survey results. The participants responded to the following statement: “In comparison to other courses, how much has your coursework in this course emphasized the following? (1 = Not at All; 5 = Very Much)” [13].
Table 4. Results [13] - Student Perceptions of Discussion Assignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emphasis Area</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>S5</th>
<th>S6</th>
<th>S7</th>
<th>S8</th>
<th>S9</th>
<th>S10</th>
<th>Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Applying learning in new contexts</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Learning beyond the curriculum</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Formulating questions and generating own inquiries</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Exploring alternatives</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Encouraging diverse perspectives</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Understanding diverse perspectives</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average scores are all relatively high, however, learning beyond the curriculum and encouraging diverse perspectives received the highest scores. The initial two items (applying learning in new contexts and learning beyond the curriculum) focus on the student learning outcomes. The high scores imply the online discussions were effective pedagogical approach to attain student learning outcomes, particularly with learning beyond the curriculum. The last four items (formulating questions and generating own inquiries, exploring alternatives, encouraging diverse perspectives, understanding diverse perspective) focus on aspects associated with developing the entrepreneurial mindset, especially with encouraging diverse perspectives. In general, the high scores across all statements suggest that from a student’s perspective, the KEEN-focused online discussions were effective in developing personality traits, behaviors, and skills previously linked to the development of the entrepreneurial mindset.

5 Discussion and Implications

5.1 Discussion and insights

The intent of this study was to explore the benefits of integrating the KEEN framework into two different Environmental Engineering courses.

There were two major findings related to this qualitative survey. First, the percent of students who preferred blended learning increased from 15% (before the entrepreneurially-minded discussions) to 50% (after the entrepreneurially-minded discussions). This implies that blended learning, and specifically entrepreneurially-minded online discussions, provide an ideal pedagogical approach to integrate the entrepreneurial mindset into the classroom. With respect to the research question, What is the role of online discussions, as a pedagogical approach, in the development of the entrepreneurial mindset?, entrepreneurially-minded online discussions were looked on favorable by the students. Second, in comparing Q3 (how to further knowledge acquisition) pre- to post-assessment, the findings suggest that students gained awareness and recognition towards online discussions as a viable option to further skills outside the classroom while simultaneously improving learning outcomes. Thus, with respect to the research question, What is the role of online discussions, as a pedagogical approach, in the development of the entrepreneurial mindset? Students perceived entrepreneurially-minded inquiry through information literacy, synthesis, and online research, as a method to further their knowledge outside the classroom.
With respect to the quantitative survey, the results suggest that from a student’s perspective, the entrepreneurially-minded online discussions were effective in developing outcomes, behaviors, characteristics and skills previously linked to the entrepreneurial mindset. When considering the research question, How can student learning be assessed to evaluate the effectiveness of online discussions developed within the context of the entrepreneurial mindset? These findings imply that student self-reports are one approach to assessing effectiveness towards a learning outcome.

In summary, this case study provided examples of discussion prompts deployed in two different environment engineering classrooms. This provides evidence that writing assignments can easily be implemented into engineering courses without losing the rigor. Furthermore, based on instructor observation, students appeared better prepared for participation in classroom lecture. In that sense, online discussions can be viewed as an effective and efficient method for increasing student engagement in classroom activities with limited upfront work required by students. The connection to real-world principles allowed to the students to understand the practical purpose of classroom topics prior to understanding the theoretical importance offered through classroom lecture. This case study also provided examples of evaluation techniques applied in an attempt to assess student learning. These assessment techniques included student self-reported perceptions related to student learning inside and outside the classroom and student self-reported perceptions related to components of the entrepreneurial mindset. Although the evidence of attainment towards the entrepreneurial mindset is somewhat inconclusive, assessment practices are important and necessary components for obtaining and maintaining academic accreditation.

5.2 Recommendations for deploying online discussions

A large quantity of guidelines, best practices, and resources for facilitating online discussions can be found in the literature and through Centers for Teaching and Learning located on many university websites [26-28]. However, a number of key recommendations based on instructor feedback are provided here. These suggestions center on effectively and efficiently designing, managing, and assessing online discussions, optimizing minimal time investment and maximum student feedback.

First and foremost, it is important to clarify expectations at the beginning of the semester. This is true for both instructor expectations and student expectations. As an example, it is beneficial for the instructor to identify when he or she plans to read and provide feedback within the online discussion. This means being specific about what days and times during the week the instructor plans to access the discussion (e.g., M-F, 8-9 a.m.). Thus, students will know when [and when not] to expect instructor feedback. In the case of online discussions being deployed in large classes, instructors might find it helpful to assign student discussion leaders to help encourage timely and appropriate discussions. With respect to providing clarity for student expectations, a rubric is key [29, 30]. A rubric not only attests to the quality expected within the discussion, but also provides requirements for minimum quantity of initial posts and response posts. Furthermore, instructor anecdotal evidence suggests that setting a weekly routine is very
beneficial for the student. For example, the instructor might require students to provide an initial post weekly by Wednesdays and provide response posts weekly by Saturday.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Summary

This study provided examples of discussion prompts deployed in two different environmental engineering classrooms: Introduction to Environmental Engineering and Seminar in Environmental Engineering. In addition, lessons learned and educator tips are offered to assist other educators in implementing similar types of curriculum. The case study described a variety of evaluation techniques used in an attempt to assess student learning including student self-reported perceptions related to student learning inside and outside the classroom and student self-reported perceptions related to components of the entrepreneurial mindset. This case study offered engineering educators insight into one approach for infusing the entrepreneurial mindset into the undergraduate engineering classroom. One benefit of this particular approach, using online discussion prompts, is that it afforded limited disruption to in-class lecture and activities.

6.2 Problems and challenges addressed

The entrepreneurial mindset, although useful for creating a new company, is also essential to the growth and vitality of existing organizations to ensure competitiveness and survival. It is increasingly acknowledged that engineers need to improve upon, innovate, and design new products and services with emphasis on the value to users, as opposed to the traditional engineering concepts associated with technical and functional features [5, 6]. University administrators and engineering faculty, alike, are placing a greater focus on disseminating resources to assist engineering faculty in fostering the entrepreneurial mindset in existing engineering courses [9, 10]. However, some engineering educators find it difficult to add yet another topic into rigorous and content-filled engineering courses. This case study provided the results of one approach to do this, using online discussion prompts, showing relevance in two different environmental engineering courses.

6.3 Value associated with the study

Data shows that discussion prompts can be an effective pedagogical tool in online courses. This paper describes their role and gives examples of how they are developed, which can be applied to any engineering course and/or discipline. Developing, facilitating, and assessing online discussions can be done efficiently and effectively with a somewhat minor instructor time investment prior to offering the course [13, 31-34], and with limited disruption to the classroom. Moreover, online discussions deliver several benefits to the instructor and students when integrated into face-to-face classrooms and/or online course environments [35-37]. First, online discussions afford students the
essential and indispensable time to create thought provoking responses, encouraging students to consider additional news, events, trends, and research to support their discussion posts. Second, they provide students the potential to gain additional insights and perspectives through reading and responding to other students’ posts. Third, online discussions offer instructors the ability to deliver immediate feedback to students and ask additional questions to provide depth into the discussion subject. Finally, while not exclusive to entrepreneurship, it appears this approach to reflection and online discussion fosters qualities in students that are echoed in entrepreneurial frameworks; qualities that are not simply limited to the KEEN framework but across multiple entrepreneurial frameworks. This exploratory analysis offers insight into the budding implications of the activities the KEEN initiative is promoting, specifically promoting the entrepreneurial mindset in undergraduate engineering students.

6.4 Recommendations for future work

It is important to note potential limitations of the study. First, the small class sizes, although typical of this institution, may limit the generalizability of the results. Additionally, the study was deployed through the D2L learning management system, where the ease of use for online discussions is different from other learning management systems. Lastly, the study developed online discussions for use in two environmental engineering courses. Thus, future related research should be conducted to further validate the study with respect to reliability and repeatability; this could be done by implementing entrepreneurially minded discussions with more students and classes (e.g., increase the sample size), across various engineering courses, and implemented in different learning management systems. Furthermore, future work should continue to investigate how discussion prompts and writing prompts can be used more extensively, how the prompts can be more interactive, and what rubrics can be developed to assess learning as well as engagement and motivation. This pedagogical approach can be valuable to educators faced with developing online courses and educators looking to make their class more practical without detracting from the rigor of the material.
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